2:45pm - 4:00pm
At the heart of territories, Third Places, actors and partners of the 3ZERO Alliance, for the achievement of the SDGs
Jean-Christophe LUPICIAZ, Zoan France
Julien MAST, s-argine
Céline VIVIER-COLLE, ATO-Quart Monde
Flavien LABOUJOLLE, le jabo de ISS – facilitation

1:15pm - 2:30pm
Cities, regions, 2050 fair and sustainable Olympic Games: where do we stand with a year to go?
Marie BARSAQO, Paris 2024
Marc BULTEZ, Recyclerie sportive
Marie BARSACQ, Paris 2024 Games: where do we stand with a year to go?

2:45pm - 4:00pm
At the heart of territories, Third Places, actors and partners of the 3ZERO Alliance, for the achievement of the SDGs
Jean-KARAH L’Hermitage & Campus ZÈRO Europe
Saman Jayasri, Projet de Lisbon
Jean-Baptiste LUDOT, Fédération Habitat et Humanisme
Stéphane SATELL, SymbioZgene
Audrey CHARLES, Banque des Territoires
Aurélien Daunay, Acted
Véronique MARTIN, Ministère de l’Écologie
Théophile MALVEN, Conreneus – facilitation

1:15pm - 2:30pm
Succeeding a just transition: how do we make it possible for everybody to engage?
Jean-Christophe LUPICIAZ, Zoan France
Julien MAST, s-argine
Céline VIVIER-COLLE, ATO-Quart Monde
Flavien LABOUJOLLE, le jabo de ISS – facilitation

09:45am - 11:00am
Leaving no one behind
Juliette QUEF, Vert, le média qui annonce la couleur
Amine MESSAL, Institut Open Diplomacy
Ulrik VESTERGAARD KNUDSEN, OCDE
Elizabeth TCHOUNGUI, Orange

11:30am - 12:45pm
At local level, companies are commitmenting with 2030 Agenda: an alliance of reason?
Luc BÉRIÈRE, Arna Boullet Group & PERSEEC & PCT CIBEL
Jelena DEWAUD, Microfund humanis
Fabrice DURÉE, Fondation ITE
Géraldine FORST, Onis
Karina DUDINE, EDF
Bettina LAVILLE, EA & Comité 21
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Everywhere, let’s face up to the emergency of social justice and ecological transition

Acted is an international NGO that helps 18 million people in 42 countries through more than 500 humanitarian, development and environmental projects. Acted relies on a network of local and global partners and a detailed knowledge of the territories, as well as on a multidisciplinary approach adapted to each context to contribute to a world of "Zero Exclusion, Zero Carbon, Zero Poverty."

A capital with an international reputation, Paris is committed to the ecological transition and social justice. Through solidarity actions and cooperation projects, Paris transcends and enriches its exchanges with the rest of the world to promote its ambitious transformation program. Since its creation in 1960, Macif has been a committed citizen insurance company, whose economic project primarily serves the human project. A multi-business insurance company with mutualist values, it brings together nearly 5.7 million member-clients who pool their risks and share their savings. Macif reinvests part of its profits to carry out actions of the benefit of its members in the common interest.

With the support of...